SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Name: ________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
State: __________________________ ZIP: ______________________

Make your check for $10 ($12 Canadian and foreign) to *Walt Whitman Quarterly Review* (or *WWQR*—it’s easier!) and mail to:

*Walt Whitman Quarterly Review* (or *WWQR*)
Department of English
308 EPB
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Name: ________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
State: __________________________ ZIP: ______________________

Make your check for $10 ($12 Canadian and foreign) to *Walt Whitman Quarterly Review* (or *WWQR*—it’s easier!) and mail to:

*Walt Whitman Quarterly Review* (or *WWQR*)
Department of English
308 EPB
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
Camden
Saturday afternoon
April 30 '87

Dear Lou,

Mrs. Goodenough has been here & I have paid her - enclosed is receipt -

I continue abt half and
dhalf in feelings & health.

Mrs. G. says Ed is well - I read a note
from my sister H. when
I was in NY at the
Hotel - all abt as usual
with her -

Walt Whitman

An Unpublished Letter from Walt to Louisa Whitman. See p. 57.